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The electric quadrupole moment of the 3313Al20 ground state, located at the border of the island of inversion,
was obtained using continuous-beam β-detected nuclear quadrupole resonance (β-NQR). From the measured
quadrupole coupling constant νQ = 2.31(4) MHz in an α-Al2O3 crystal, a precise value for the electric quadrupole
moment is extracted: |Qs(33Al)| = 141(3) mb. A comparison with large-scale shell model calculations shows
that 33Al has at least 50% intruder configurations in the ground state wave function, favoring the excitation of two
neutrons across the N = 20 shell gap. 33Al therefore clearly marks the gradual transition north of the deformed
Na and Mg nuclei towards the normal Z  14 isotopes.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.94.034312
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent decades, the study of isotopes far from β stability
has decisively altered our understanding of the nuclear shell
structure through the observation of many phenomena at
variance with conventional expectations. One of the oldest
examples is the region of deformation around the classic
magic number N = 20, which was first discovered through
anomalies in the properties of neutron-rich Na and Mg isotopes
[1–3]. This deformation is associated with two-particle–two-
hole (2p-2h) neutron excitations across N = 20, from the sd
orbitals to the fp orbitals. Due to the combination of a reduced
N = 20 shell gap and a large gain in quadrupole correlation
energy, the energy for such particle-hole configurations is
lowered drastically and, at specific N,Z combinations, these
so-called intruder configurations can even become the ground
state, below the normal sd configurations. The isotopes for
which this inversion of normal and intruder configurations
occurs are referred to as belonging to the island of inversion.
Warburton et al. [4] originally predicted that the island
of inversion around N = 20 contains the 10Ne, 11Na, and
12Mg isotopes with 20  N  22. Since then, an extensive
research program has focused on the characterization of the
low-energy properties of these isotopes and their neighbors, in
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order to understand the origin of the changing nuclear structure
[5–10]. Moreover, it is recognized that the development of
deformation happens gradually as a function of N and Z [11].
Since nuclei at the edge of the island of inversion have a
transitional character with a varying amount of normal and
intruder configurations, their study is imperative to understand
the drivers of the sudden structural changes in the region.
The neutron-rich Al isotopes (Z = 13) constitute the north-
ern border of the island of inversion, between the spherical Si
isotopes and the deformed Mg isotopes. 3313Al20 is thought to
be a key isotope as the transition into the island is particularly
rapid in the N = 20 isotones. In 3414Si20 a 2p-2h intruder state
was recently found at 2719 keV [12], which comes down
almost 4 MeV in 3212Mg20, where it becomes the ground
state, lying 1058 keV below the normal configuration [13].
33Al is therefore expected to have a transitional nature, with
potentially a significant amount of intruder admixtures in its
ground state. Experimental measurements to determine this
intruder component have led to conflicting results. Whereas
mass measurements [14] and the 33Al → 33Si β-decay study
[15] place 33Al outside the island of inversion, the g factor
[16] and the (debated) 33Mg → 33Al β-decay scheme [17–19]
suggest a sizable intruder component in the 33Al ground state,
while also one-neutron removal cross sections and longitudinal
momentum distributions do not exclude the presence of
intruder configurations [20]. The quadrupole moment is a
particularly well-suited observable to shed light on this issue
due to its sensitivity to E2 collectivity and 2p-2h excitations in
the wave function. However, as the precision on the previous
measurement was low (12%), no firm conclusion could be
drawn [21].
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Here, we present the first high-precision quadrupole mo-
ment measurement of the 33Al ground state (I = 5/2+, t1/2
= 41.7 ms) via continuous-beam β-NQR at LISE-GANIL.
Via a comparison with large-scale shell model calculations,
the mixing of intruder configurations in the ground state wave
function of 33Al is investigated.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
The β-detected nuclear quadrupole resonance (β-NQR)
measurements were performed at the LISE-GANIL facility.
Neutron-rich 33Al nuclei were produced and spin polarized
in a projectile fragmentation reaction induced by a 36S16+
primary beam (77 MeV/u and 1.8 μA) on a 1018-μm thick
9Be target. After selection in the LISE3 fragment separator,
a 94% pure beam of 33Al (8 × 103 particles per second) was
guided to the β-NMR/NQR setup [22]. Here the beam was
implanted into a α-Al2O3 single crystal at room temperature.
The crystal was placed in a static external magnetic field
(B0 = 2002(7) gauss) along the spin direction in order to
maintain the spin polarization and induce a Zeeman splitting.
Perpendicular to the static field, a radio-frequency field with
frequency νrf was applied, generated by the amplified rf
generator signals sent to two Helmholtz coils mounted around
the crystal. The β decay of the radioactive 33Al isotopes was
detected in two sets of E-E plastic scintillator telescopes
placed above and below the implantation crystal. To reduce the
influence of scattering and noise events, E-E scintillator co-
incidences were required. For a spin-polarized ensemble, the β
decay is anisotropic in space and the asymmetryA is defined as
A = Nup − Ndown
Nup + Ndown ≈ AβP
with Aβ being a parameter determined by the β-decay
properties and P being the amount of spin polarization. Nup
and Ndown are the number of counts detected in the upper and
lower detectors, respectively.
The implanted 33Al nuclei are exposed to an axially
symmetric electric field gradient Vzz in the hexagonal α-Al2O3.
In addition to the Zeeman splitting due to the external magnetic
field, this field gradient induces a shift due to the quadrupole
interaction. In a field of ∼2000 gauss, the magnetic interaction
dominates the electric quadrupole interaction and the splitting
of the |I,m〉 states is in first order given by [23]
νm − νm+1 = νL − 3νQ8I (2I − 1) (2m + 1)(3 cos
2 θ − 1).
Here θ is the angle between the external field and the symmetry
axis of the electric field gradient in the crystal, which was put
to zero in the experiment. From a precise measurement of the
transition frequencies, the nuclear g factor and spectroscopic
quadrupole moment Qs can be extracted via the relations for
the Larmor frequency νL = |g|μNB0/h and the quadrupole
coupling constant νQ = e|Qs |Vzz/h.
For a I = 5/2+ nucleus such as 33Al, there exist
five transition frequencies between the |I,m〉 states (m =
−5/2,−3/2, . . . , 5/2). When the applied rf field has a fre-
quency that matches one of these frequencies, the population
of the two magnetic substates is equalized, which induces only
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FIG. 1. Experimentalβ-NQR spectra for the 31Al and 33Al ground
states with a frequency modulation of respectively 55 and 80 kHz.
a partial destruction of the ensemble polarization, reflected
as a small change in the asymmetry A [24]. In order to
enhance this change in asymmetry and thus the resonance
signal, the polarization needs to be fully destroyed. As the
five transition frequencies are correlated through the common
coupling constant νQ, they can be scanned simultaneously by
varying this νQ. When the resonance condition for νQ is met,
the population of all |I,m〉 states is equalized, and a full change
in asymmetry is observed. To guarantee all five frequencies
are at resonance simultaneously, precise knowledge of νL
is required. Therefore, prior to the β-NQR measurement, a
β-NMR measurement in a cubic Si crystal was performed,
yielding νL in the applied B0. During the β-NMR and NQR
measurements, the rf frequencies were scanned in discrete
steps and for each frequency, a frequency modulation of
more than 50% of the step size was applied to cover the full
frequency range. A detailed description of the methodology of
continuous-beam β-NQR can be found in Ref. [22].
The setup was first tested using the well-known 31Al isotope
after which the 33Al measurements were performed in similar
conditions. Typical spectra are shown in Fig. 1 and an overview
of the results can be found in Table I. The quadrupole moments
of 31Al and 33Al have been extracted from the measured
quadrupole coupling constant, relative to that of 27Al
|Qs(AAl)| = |Qs(
27Al)|νQ(AAl)
νQ(27Al)
.
The 31,33Al results are in good agreement with the previously
known literature values, and the precision on |Qs(33Al)| is
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TABLE I. The quadrupole coupling constant of the 31,33Al ground
state extracted during theβ-NQR measurements in anα-Al2O3 crystal
at room temperature. The results are compared to the literature values
and for completeness also the 27Al reference values are presented.
N Iπ t1/2 νQ (MHz) Qs (mb) Ref.
27Al 14 5/2+ Stable 2.4031(2) +146.6(10) [25,26]
31Al 18 5/2+ 644 ms 2.24(3) 136.5(23) This work
2.19(2) 134.0(16) [27]
33Al 20 5/2+ 41.7 ms 2.31(4) 141(3) This work
2.2(3) 132(16) [21]
improved with more than a factor of 5, from 12% in the
previous measurement [21] to 2% in this work. This precision
allows a detailed discussion of the intruder components in the
33Al ground state.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The experimental ground state quadrupole moment of
33Al20 is very similar to that of 27Al14 and 31Al18, as shown
in Fig. 2. This is inconsistent with a picture in which no
particle-hole excitations occur: for a closed-shell isotope like
33Al20 the quadrupole moment should decrease with respect to
the open-neutron shell isotopes 27,31Al. That is illustrated in the
shell model calculations using the USD shell model interaction
[28] with a 16O core and protons and neutrons restricted to
the sd-shell model space, the triangles in Fig. 2. Indeed, the
33Al quadrupole moment would then be entirely due to the
proton configuration because the N = 20 shell closure inhibits
all neutron contributions. The open neutron shell in 27Al and
31Al on the other hand allows for additional proton-neutron
correlations, resulting in an increase in quadrupole moment.
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FIG. 2. The experimental quadrupole moments compared to shell
model calculations using various interactions and the universal effec-
tive charges [32]. The predicted amount of intruder configurations in
the wave functions are indicated in brackets.
The fact the 27,31Al and 33Al quadrupole moments are similar
in size therefore suggests that this pure sd picture is too limited
and that neutron excitations across N = 20 are necessary to
reproduce Qs(33Al).
Therefore, large-scale shell model calculations have been
performed in different model spaces, using different effective
interactions. The results are presented in Fig. 2. The ANTOINE
shell model code has been used with SDPF-U-MIX [29],
the most recent effective interaction for this region, which
builds upon a 16O core and comprises the full sd and
pf shell for neutrons. This allows excitations of neutrons
across N = 20 and mixing between np-nh configurations.
The calculations are truncated to maximum 2p-2h neutron
excitations across N = 20 for Al isotopes up to 31Al, and up
to 4p-4h for 33Al. As an alternative, the SDPF-M effective
interaction [30] is used including excitations from the neutron
sd shell to the two lowest levels of the pf shell (f7/2p3/2).
Previously, calculations with this interaction were performed
in the Monte Carlo shell model framework [21], while recently
full Lanczos diagonalizations (calculated using the MSHELL64
code [31]) have become available, truncated to maximally
4p-4h excitations. Since both diagonalization approaches yield
similar results, only the results from the full diagonalization
are shown here.
In Fig. 2, all quadrupole moments have been calculated
using the theoretically derived universal effective charges
eπ = 1.31e and eν = 0.46e [32]. The calculations consistently
overestimate the experimental quadrupole moments for all
three interactions, which is related to the choice of effective
charges, as discussed later. At this point, however, it is more
important to note that only the SDPF-M interaction is able to
reproduce the experimental trend, which goes up at N = 20.
The USD and SDPF-U-MIX interaction on the other hand
predict a sizable decrease. Allowing also 4p-4h excitations for
33Al in the SDPF-U-MIX interaction does not really improve
the agreement with experiment. An inspection of the intruder
admixtures in the 33Al ground state (indicated in Fig. 2) reveals
that 74% of intruders are predicted using SDPF-M while
only 17% are predicted using SDPF-U-MIX. The discrepancy
between the SDPF-U-MIX calculations and the experimental
value at N = 20 is therefore suggested to at least partly arise
from an underestimation of intruder configurations. To obtain
a theoretical 33Al quadrupole moment in better agreement
with the experimental trend, the intruder component would
need to be doubled, requiring a reduction of the N = 20 shell
gap by 0.5 MeV. However, since the (unmodified) SDPF-U-
MIX calculations have been shown to give good results for
E(2+)’s, B(E2)’s, and binding energies in the neighboring
isotopic chains [14,29], simply decreasing the N = 20 shell
gap will have detrimental effects on the predictions for
these neighboring isotopes and a more careful analysis of
the problem is necessary. The observed discrepancy at 33Al
emphasizes the need for high-precision quadrupole moments
as a complementary test for state-of-the-art interactions.
To further illustrate the significance of the high-precision
result we have obtained in this work, our value is presented
in Fig. 3 along with the old, low-precision value [21] and
the results from the USD and the SDPF-M shell model
calculations using eπ = 1.1e, eν = 0.5e. The use of these
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FIG. 3. Experimental quadrupole moments of 27Al, 31Al, and 33Al
where for 33Al both the high-precision value obtained in this work and
the low-precision value [21] are shown. These are compared to shell
model calculations with the USD and SDPF-M effective interactions
using constant effective charges eπ = 1.1e, eν = 0.5e.
effective charges is justified based on the analysis of the
quadrupole moments and B(E2) values of the odd-Z even-N
πsd isotopes by De Rydt et al. [27,33], which showed that
a reduction of the proton effective charge gives a better
reproduction of the experimental data.
Both USD and SDPF-M can reproduce the experimen-
tal quadrupole moments of 27,31Al, suggesting a structure
dominated by normal configurations. For 33Al, the old low-
precision quadrupole moment agrees best with the SDPF-M
calculations, even though its large uncertainty prevents firmly
ruling out the USD prediction. Due the high precision obtained
in this work, it can be unambiguously concluded that the
quadrupole moment of the 33Al ground state is inconsistent
with the USD calculation without intruder configurations.
The SDPF-M value on the other hand compares much more
favorably to the experimental value, although it is somewhat
too high. This suggests that the predicted 74% intruder
configurations is somewhat overestimated.
The influence of the exact amount of intruder components
on the quadrupole moment is therefore investigated through
a variation of the size of the N = 20 shell gap, obtained
by shifting the νf7/2 and νp3/2 orbitals simultaneously by
E. The results are shown in Fig. 4. A good agreement
between the experimental and theoretical quadrupole moment
is already obtained at 62% intruder configurations, subdivided
in 55% 2p-2h and 7% 4p-4h components. Immediately, also the
clear correlation between the total intruder component in the
wave function (in the top panel) and the predicted quadrupole
moment (in the bottom panel) becomes evident. Furthermore,
the strong dependence of the amount of intruder admixtures
on the size of the N = 20 shell gap is illustrated. Indeed,
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FIG. 4. Variation of 0p-0h, 2p-2h, and 4p-4h component in the
SDPF-M wave function (top) and quadrupole moments (bottom)
when the N = 20 shell gap is changed by E. Quadrupole moments
were calculated using the eπ = 1.1e, eν = 0.5e effective charges. The
gray bands indicate the interval around the experimental value.
increasing the shell gap by 1 MeV already reduces the amount
intruder configurations by 40%.
While the above analysis is instructive to study the sensitiv-
ity of the quadrupole moment to the intruder composition of the
wave function, it is not meant as a quantitative determination
of the optimal N = 20 shell gap in the SDPF-M interaction,
which would require a much more elaborate investigation.
Note that the exact amount of intruder admixtures also
depends on the choice of effective charges, for example, with
the isospin-dependent effective charges used previously in
[21,34] 76% of intruder admixtures would be required to
reproduce the experimental quadrupole moment. Whichever
effective charges are the most appropriate, it is clear that
the main conclusion of this work is solid: To reproduce the
quadrupole moment of the 33Al ground state, a significant
admixture of intruder configurations is necessary. This con-
firms and strengthens the conclusion of the 33Al g factor
measurement [16]. However, for a consistent interpretation
of the low-energy structure of 33Al, it would be interesting to
investigate how the ground state moments can be consolidated
with the apparent contradictory experimental information from
the mass and β-decay measurements [14,15].
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the ground state quadrupole moment of
33Al has been measured using the β-NQR technique at LISE-
GANIL. The high-precision experimental value, |Qs(33Al)| =
141(3) mb, is inconsistent with a picture in which mixing with
neutron intruder configurations beyond N = 20 is excluded.
Furthermore, a comparison with large-scale shell model calcu-
lations has demonstrated the sensitivity of the 33Al quadrupole
moment to intruder components. The SDPF-U-MIX interac-
tion predicts only 17% mixing with intruder configurations
but cannot capture the observed rise in quadrupole moment.
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On the other hand, good agreement between the SDPF-M
calculations and the experimental 27,31,33Al quadrupole mo-
ments is obtained, and for 33Al a ground state configuration
mixed with more than 50% intruders is suggested. Hence, 33Al
cannot be placed outside of the island of inversion but should
be considered as an important transitional isotope.
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